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Hi. Like the thousands of other long term (30 years) Bow Valley residents voicing their concern, I oppose the
TSMV plan currently before council. It is irresponsible in so many ways. Here are my reasons for objection: the
sheer scope and scale DOES NOT fit with the values of the community; it fails to maintain functional wildlife
corridors for critical species such as bears and wolves and will create more human - wildlife competition and
conflict, both within the Bow Valley and the Y2Y corridor; the tree removal required due to the extreme fire hazard
will further diminish habitats and increase the effects of erosion and flooding; the transportation plan for South
Canmore is untenable, especially with the high volumes of traffic the Bow Valley already sees in peak visitation
times - There are not enough bridges moving cars across the road to ever accommodate this volume; the financial
implications for the taxpayers have not been presented in the spirit of truth or transparency, as none of the critical
infrastructure for supporting so many residents has been included (hospitals, schools, rinks, sewage treatment,
police...); the safety issues due to extensive and complex terrain undermining over decades, will definitely result in
safety and financial mediation costs and lastly, the added population will destroy the last remnants of the “small
town” quality of life that many of us have created our livelihoods and families around. We do not want to become an
“anywhere America” mountain town driven by developers who value revenue over people and wildlife. The citizens
of the Bow Valley have been fighting this type of development for almost two decades!!! Give us a break and listen.
And then put an end to any further plans on this important wildlife habitat and heavily undermined area and leave it
the way most of the residents want it. Act responsibly as municipal leaders. Don’t let the province pretend that your
hands are tied and we have to accept this same old tired plan - we’ve said NO Again and again! It’s your job to
listen to the residents and create the future Canmore we can all be proud to call home.

Sue Arlidge
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